Manifold heights P.S  Week beginning March 9th.

Coordinator: Jessica Kevelham.

This week in OSHC we have had a huge week with everyone competing in the OSHC world records. Its been great to see all children getting involved and encouraging all there peers.

We have had Koji, Zoe, Mason, Ryder, Riley, Sai, Oscar and Maeve competing against each other for the record of standing on 1 foot for the longest. Riley took this record with a time of 5.20.

Koji, Kate, Sarah and Riley did the most push ups in 1 minute. Koji smashing it with 49 in a minute. Mason was able to hoop on one foot for a whole 5 minutes. Zoe was able to complete 100 star jumps in 1 minute

Maeve and Liam were able to hang onto the monkey bars for the longest. Well done to all the children for getting involved its been a great week.

We have still had other inside activities running, Zara, Megan and Jed have been busy making different sort of hummer bead creations. Olivia, Ava, Koji, Zoe and Sarah drew a down ball court inside an played some down ball inside on Wednesday night.

Cricket has still been popular with Olivia, Brianna, Samuel, Jet, Cameron, Liam B, Ella and Madi enjoyed a game out the front of the school.

Star of the week this week from Manifold heights goes to Zoe Oshea for her excellent effort in OSHC world records.

Star of the week this week from Holy Spirit goes to Lola Cameron for her fantastic attitude and behaviour in OSHC.

Jess and Staff.